Abstract. This paper proposes a conceptual framework for the reliability assessment of software components that incorporates test case execution and output evaluation. Determining an operational profile and test output evaluation are two difficult and important problems that must be addressed in such a framework. Determining an operational profile is difficult, because it requires anticipating the future use of the component. An expected result is needed for each test case to evaluate the test result and a test oracle is used to generate these expected results. The framework combines statistical testing and test oracles implemented as self-checking versions of the implementations. The framework is illustrated using two examples that were chosen to identify the issues that must be addressed to provide tool support for the framework.
Introduction
With an escalating sophistication of computer applications, the demands for complex and large-scale software are increasing. There is a growing trend to build complex software by integrating software components. As a result, concerns about the reliability of software components are becoming more important.
The reliability of a software component is a probability prediction for failure-free execution of the component based on its usage requirements. Hardware components are different from software components because they wear out. While the reliability of hardware components can often be characterised by exponential decay over time, the reliability of a particular version of a software component does not change over time. Determining an operational profile and test output evaluation are two difficult and important problems that must be addressed in software reliability engineering [10, 11] . 1. Operational profile: An operational profile is a set of input events and their associated probabilities of occurrence expected in actual operation. Determining an accurate operational profile for software is difficult in general and it is very difficult for many software components, because it requires anticipating the future use of the component. 2. Output evaluation (test oracle): An expected result is needed for each test case to check the test output (or behaviour). The mechanism used to check these expected results is called a test oracle. A test oracle is an essential part of reliability assessment, because for high reliability a large number of test cases are required and the behaviour must be checked for every test case.
While a number of proposals for evaluating component reliability have been made, including determining and specifying operational profiles, the execution of test cases and the determination and checking of expected outputs is often ignored in these proposals. In this paper, we propose a conceptual framework for the reliability assessment of software components that incorporates both test case execution and output evaluation. In the framework, it is the component user's responsibility to define the operational profile of the component and it is the developer's responsibility to supply the component. The responsibility for developing a test oracle belongs to the developer, or to the user when the developer cannot be expected to deliver an oracle, such as for COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) components. Two examples illustrate the applicability of the framework and are used to identify the practical problems and important issues that must be addressed to provide tool support for the framework.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 introduces our framework for the reliability assessment of software components. Section 4 describes our experience in applying the framework to two examples. Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.
Related Work
We focus on the reliability of the current version of a piece of software and assume that any faults found during testing will be removed and testing will be recommenced. The goal of reliability assessment [3] is to determine the failure probability with a predefined confidence. Ammann et al. [1, 3] devise stopping rules for the testing of software for reliability assessment.
McGregor et al. [9] propose the Component Reliability (CoRe) method that supports the empirical measurement of the reliability of a software component. With CoRe, various roles for the component are identified and an operational profile is determined for each role, from which a reliability test suite is created and executed. Specific support for test case execution or output evaluation is not discussed. With CoRe, the roles for the component are determined a priori and combined to determine component reliability. Our framework requires the component user to specify an operational profile and the reliability of the component will be computed separately for each different operational profile.
Determining an operational profile is difficult because it requires anticipating the future use of the software [10] . Woit [13] describes a technique for the specification of operational profiles, using small hypothetically generated operational profiles as examples. She presents a test case generation algorithm for these examples. Her work does not address test execution and evaluation. We build on her work by addressing these issues. Whittaker [12] proposes an operational profile method using Markov chains.
A test oracle is required to check the test outputs. Several methods for translating formal specifications/documentation to test oracles have been proposed. McDonald and Strooper [8] discuss passive oracles derived from a formal specification. We follow their approach in our framework, but the framework is general enough to allow other test oracles, including manually developed oracles without using a formal specification.
The important issue of how to determine component reliabilities is addressed by our framework. Bass et al. [2] raise the issue that a lack of independently certified components is an inhibitor to the success of software component technology. The framework addresses basic technical problems in third-party component certification. How component reliabilities can be composed to derive system reliability estimates has been addressed by others [6, 11] and is not discussed further in this paper. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed framework for the reliability assessment of software components, which combines statistical testing and test oracles. The rectangles represent processes, the ovals represent outputs, the folded corner documents represent inputs and the cubes represent software components. Test case generation requires definition of an operational profile and the number of test cases to be executed. As explained below, the framework supports a variety of test oracles, including ones derived from formal specifications. To determine the reliability of the component, its test outputs must be evaluated during testing. In the proposed framework, this is done through a test oracle that provides a self-checking implementation of the component, which can be implemented using inheritance [8] or delegation [5] . The oracle presents the same user interface as the component under test and is used in place of the component during test execution. As illustrated in Section 4.5, this approach is general enough to support test oracles generated from formal specifications and also manually developed oracles. The oracle can be written by the developer or by the user (or a representative). The latter will have to be the case when the developer does not supply an oracle, as is typically the case for COTS components.
Framework Overview
The operational profile and oracle are both crucially important for the validity of the results of the framework. For example, if the operational profile does not accurately reflect the actual usage of the component, then the reliability results are meaningless for that use of the component. Similarly if the oracle does not detect an error (for example, by having the same error in the oracle as in the implementation) during testing, then the reliability estimates are going to be overly optimistic. Therefore component and test oracle development by different developers is recommended.
The framework samples from the specification of the operational profile to generate test cases, executes these test cases, and evaluates the test output. The test case generation uses the operational profile and the number of test cases specified by the user, or the number of test cases calculated from the desired reliability supplied by the user. During test case execution, the framework invokes the oracle that is implemented as a self-checking version of the implementation, which calls the implementation and then checks the behaviour. Based on the results of the test case execution, the framework calculates the reliability of the software component for the operational profile and number of test cases specified by the user, or confirms/denies that the component has the desired reliability specified by the user.
Examples
This section discusses the manual application of the framework to two case studies. The purpose of the case studies is to recognise the important issues that must be addressed to provide tool support for the framework. The first example is a simple stack component in which we use the hypothetically generated operational profile specification from [13] , and a test oracle generated from a formal specification. In this case, we run enough test cases to confirm a desired reliability or report an error if any tests fail. The Object-Z [4] specification and implementation provide access to a bounded stack of integers. The user can add (push) an element, remove (pop) an element and query the top element.
An existing tree component that is part of the PGMGEN testing tool [7] is used as a second, non-trivial example. Determining an operational profile from actual usage data for the operations (particularly recursive operations) and generation/assignment of appropriate input values for the operations are difficult. We use an operational profile that is derived from actual usage data of the tree in an application, use a number of different oracles, to experiment with different oracle types, and calculate reliability from a given number of test cases.
Operational Profile Specification
A component fails when processing an input event in the current state generates incorrect output or state. The failure rate of a software component is the probability of encountering input events and states that will cause the component to fail. An operational profile is a description of the distribution of input events that is expected to occur in actual component operation. Woit [13] describes a method for specifying operational profiles for software modules for the stack example and we use the same operational profile.
We generate an operational profile for the tree component from traces generated from the actual use of the component. When we applied Whittaker's method [12] to generate an operational profile from these traces, the Markov chain for the tree resulted in an unstructured and chaotic diagram. The problem is that in this case, future inputs to the component depend on more than just the last call issued. We therefore extended Whittaker's method using a hierarchical state machine. The operational profile generation from the actual usage data proved much more difficult than originally anticipated. In particular, it proved difficult to capture the relationships between:
• output parameters of certain functions and input parameters to subsequent functions, • multiple parameters of the same function, and
• return values of certain functions that control what happens subsequently.
These issues are ignored by operational profile research [10, 12, 13] but must be addressed for the framework to be generally applicable.
Test Case Generation
Following [13] , we implemented an algorithm to generate test cases according to the stack operational profile. Woit [13] manually generates a test driver for each module from the operational profile. This was also done for the examples presented in this paper. The planned tool support for the framework will do this automatically from a generic specification of the component user interface and an operational profile.
The difficult issues of how to generate appropriate parameters for the operations of the component and how to establish relationships between them must be resolved to provide such tool support.
Reliability Estimation and Number of Tests
The reliability assessment presented in this paper aims to estimate the reliability of a software component with no known defects. As such, we anticipate no errors during testing and assume that all tests are executed without failures. Although reliability calculations are possible in the presence of failures, we expect that the component would be fixed each time a failure is reported.
The framework can be used in one of two ways: (1) to estimate the reliability for a given number of test cases or (2) to confirm that the component has a given reliability. In each case, the number of test cases required during testing is available (it is either specified by the user or can be calculated using reliability estimation) before generating and executing any test cases.
We follow Woit [13] for the reliability calculations. For the stack example, we set out to show with 99.9% confidence that its reliability is at least 0.999. We have to perform 6904 tests without failure to achieve this. For the tree component, we set out to calculate its reliability after successfully executing 1000 test cases. Moreover, we want to have 99% confidence in the reliability estimate. We can state with 99% confidence that the reliability of the tree component is at least 0.995 for the specified operational profile.
To assure that the distribution of the test cases generated from the operational profile is significant with respect to the operational profile, we use a statistical test of significance, goodness-of-fit test [13] .
Test Case Execution and Output Checking
The planned tool support for the framework will automatically generate a test driver from a generic specification of the component user interface and an operational profile. When this test driver is executed, a test oracle is needed to check the results produced by the component under test.
We implement a test oracle as a self-checking implementation of the component under test. To gain familiarity with approaches to test case generation and output checking, we generated a passive Java oracle for the stack by hand from the Object-Z specification following the approach presented in [8] .
For the tree component, we manually generated four different test oracles using the wrapper approach. The first three oracles are passive in that the oracle itself does not attempt to maintain the current state that the implementation should be in. Instead, the first two oracles relate the implementation state to an abstract state using an abstraction function. The third oracle gains access to the implementation state using the public interface of the component. Finally, the last oracle is an active oracle that does maintain its own state in parallel with the implementation state. Note that for the first two oracles, we assume that we have access to the state of the implementation. For the last two, we make no such assumptions.
The four oracles we implemented are: 1. A passive test oracle derived from an Object-Z specification following the approach in [8] . The oracle uses the abstract state from the Z toolkit and predicates from the specification. 2. A passive test oracle following the approach in [8] where the abstraction function relates the concrete implementation state to an abstract state that is modelled using classes from the Java JDK. 3. A passive test oracle that uses the component's user interface to check the results.
Clearly the amount of checking that can be done with such an oracle depends on how observable the internal state of the component is through its public interface. In the case of the tree component, only limited checking can be performed in this way. 4. An active test oracle that uses the state of a parallel implementation to generate the expected behaviour of the implementation. Such an approach to test oracle development involves implementing a second version of the component. Clearly this can be prohibitively expensive but since the oracle does not need to be efficient it may be substantially simpler than the original implementation. The oracles implemented for the tree component show that the proposed approach is general enough to support a wide range of test oracles. We plan to investigate the feasibility and advantages of these different oracle types in future work.
Conclusion
We have proposed a framework for the reliability assessment of software components that incorporates test case execution and output evaluation. The framework requires the user of the component to define an operational profile for the component and appropriate reliability parameters. The framework needs an executable component from the developer. The framework expects an executable oracle from the developer or from the user. The framework then generates test cases, executes them, and evaluates the test results. If no failures are detected during the testing, it determines/confirms the reliability of the component as specified by the parameters defined by the user.
The application of the proposed framework to two case studies establishes practical viability and flexibility of the framework. The framework has been applied on a trivial and a more realistic component to experiment with issues in the framework. One example used a hypothetically generated operational profile and the other an operational profile generated from actual usage of the component. One example used a test oracle generated from a formal specification and the other a variety of test oracles. For one example, we estimated the reliability for a given number of test cases and for the other we confirmed a desired reliability of the component.
In this paper, the framework was applied on components implemented in Java. However, the conceptual framework can be applied to any software component technology, such as Enterprise JavaBeans or Microsoft's COM+.
The main areas for future work are to provide tool support for the framework and apply it to an industrial case study. A general algorithm for the generation of test cases according to any operational profile is necessary. Determining an operational profile for the tree component has proven to be a difficult step. A systematic method for defining an operational profile for a component has therefore also been identified as further work. Finally, we plan to compare the effectiveness of different test oracle types for the reliability assessment of software components.
